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ABSTRACT
Gas-solid fluidization is a subject having wide engineering applications
overlapping different industries.

A relatively unique application of fluidized bed

technology resulted from a convergence o f medical studies of thromboresistant materials
with engineering development of gas impermeable and corrosion resistant coatings for
artificial heart valves. The objective of this research was to study, through experimental
measurements, gas-particle hydrodynamic behavior in the spouted bed, with an emphasis
on biomedical manufacturing of prosthetic heart valves.
Laboratory-scale and pilot-scale experiments were conducted to investigate the
gas and solid phase behavior, such as minimum spouting velocity, pressure profile,
particle velocity profile and particle density distribution. Gas phase hydrodynamics at
different temperature were compared using two different physical models.

Pressure

fluctuation phenomena was also studied and related to the behavior of bed and gas-solid
mixing.

Experimental results were very promising. Pressure, particle velocity, and

particle density distribution data will be further used to verify the numerical model. And
they will also be used to direct the operation in the production unit of Sulzer
Carbomedics Inc.
Using a half-column model, stability of the spouted bed was analyzed both
visually and using the pressure fluctuation analysis. Results showed that the reactor
being used for pyrolitic coating of heart valve parts at Carbomedics Co., with the
geometry of standard inlet and 40° of the cone angle, is operated at in the unstable
regime. The geometry of the reactor plays an important role in determining the stability

xvi
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of the spouted bed. Experimental results also showed that the wall effect in the half
column model has negligible effect on the gas and solid phase behavior.

xvii
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Gas-solid fluidization is a subject having wide engineering applications
overlapping many different industries. Fluidized-solids technology has grown almost
exponentially over the past several decades, with commercial applications in the
production of vinyl chloride, phthalic anhydride, melamine, polyethylene, polypropylene,
and fluidized catalytic cracking of petroleum. Fluidization is essentially a low-energy
method of contacting granular solids with process fluids, and could be used, for example,
in the production of clean, inexpensive energy from coal combustion.

In the

development of the synthetic fuels industry, fluidized reactor systems are being
considered for coal gasification, coal liquefaction, and shale pyrolysis. Other present day
applications include combustion, nuclear fuel preparation, and operations in drying,
coating and similar physical methods of manufacturing.
Despite the large-scale applications of this technology, fluidization design
remains a comparatively less-developed area of chemical engineering. The design of
fluidized-bed systems is rudimentary.

Often, the scale-up to large commercial

application involves a costly stepwise process of building and testing various sizes of
pilot-scale operations. Even with such conservative approaches, final designs do not
always fulfill expectation. The reason for this shortcoming is that the flow behavior of a
fluidized bed of solids is very complex and highly sensitive to scale and specific
operating conditions. Although the hydrodynamics of these systems have been widely
studied, unified equations or models that adequately describe the physics of particle
interactions and bubble phenomena have not been developed.

Therefore, there is a

crucial need for a more fundamental understanding of the hydrodynamic behavior.

l
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Without this information, proper design to include heat and mass transfer and chemical
reactions can not be achieved.
A unique application o f fluidized bed technology resulted from a convergence of
medical studies on thromboresistant materials with engineering development of gas
impermeable and radiation-resistant coatings for nuclear reactor fuel particles.

A

fluidized bed, first used to clad nuclear fuel particles, is now used for carbon-coating
medical implants. The primary clinical use of these implants has been in prosthetic heart
valves.
Artificial heart valves are implanted as replacements for diseased valves and also
are used in total artificial hearts. A heart valve consists of two major components or
substrates: a valve compartment and a bileaflet valve door. The valve compartment is
basically a thin wall cylinder, with hinge assembly on a diagonal for mounting the
bi leaflet door; the height and the diameter of the cylinder depend on the physical
condition of the patient. The most frequently used size is about 29mm in inner diameter
and 10mm high, with a wall thickness o f 3mm. The bileaflet door consists o f two half
circular disks about 3mm thick with a protrusion, perpendicular to the circular plane, of
about Smm on the round edge, and together with the cylindrical housing, provides openclose function.

Manufacturing of an artificial heart valve involves substrate making,

chemical deposition, assembling, testing and sterilization. Chemical deposition is the
most critical process in which heart valve substrates, made of graphite, are coated with a
layer of about 300pm pyrolite carbon in a high-temperature chemical deposition reactor.
The pyrolite carbon layer provides needed mechanical strength as well as thromboresistance, corrosion resistance and resistance to pitting. [1].

2
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The chemical deposition process is based on the principle of pyrolysis and
involves complex gas-particle flow and heat and mass transfer. Carbon coating takes
place in conical-cylindrical shaft furnace packed with solid zirconium particles
(200pm~400pm). A gas mixture of propane, methyl-tricholrosilane and He (sometimes
N 2 ) at room temperature is blown into the furnace through a nozzle and gas distributor
installed at the bottom of the furnace. The particles are set in motion by the upward gas
flow. The reactor is heated and maintained at the temperature 1350°C. Upon entering
the furnace, the gas mixture cracks to decompose into carbon and hydrogen. The carbon
is deposited on the suspended particles. When the system become stable, a set of heart
valve components are added, and consequently coated with the carbon.
One of the important quality issues is the uniformity of carbon coating, as it
determines the mechanical durability of the valve and also pitting and corrosion
resistance in the human body. The current deposition process operation and design have
relied on empirical data and experience dating back to I960’s, with little process basics
involved. The reactors have a low efficiency and the manufacture units have a high
rejection rate.

A fundamental understanding of the physical processes taking place

during the chemical deposition is essential for science-based quality control and newprocess development.
Experience and observations made in production furnaces suggests that carbon
deposition occurs under spouting conditions in the fluidized bed and that there exists a
vigorous recirculation of the solid (Zr) particles.

Manufacturers are interested in

developing heart valves with life-long durability and freedom from thrombus. These
properties are directly related to coating quality.

Current control of the chemical

3
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deposition depends on operator’s experience and is prone to human error. Developing a
science-based scheme for quality control is crucial and must come from a fundamental
understanding of the complex physical phenomenon associated with the chemical
deposition processes.
A fluidized bed deposition system, show schematically in Figure 1.1, allows the
high temperature decomposition of a hydrocarbon gas and the concomitant deposition of
carbon on the particles composing the bed. The particles are levitated by the incoming
gas stream. Any other material which is placed in the bed and which is able to withstand
the rigors of the process will also be coated. Hence, pyrolytic carbon is generally applied
as a coating to heat-resistant substrates, such as graphite or refractory metals, pre-formed

nr

WATCH COOUMO

Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of coating apparatus

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

to the desired configuration. Control of the conditions of deposition (temperature, bed
geometry, and the fluidizing gas composition and flow rate) leads to the predictable and
controllable structure (anisotropy, density and crystal morphology) o f the deposited
carbon. To date, this control has been empirical.
It has been shown previously [1], when using a fluidized bed to form isotropic
pyrolytic carbon, particle collisions with the developing coating are important to form a
tightly packed structure. In the present manufacturing process for coating products, the
surface is often not very uniform and smooth, and some porosity exists. The variation in
coating structure of the deposits was found related to bed temperature, gas composition,
solid and gas flow rate [1]. To put true empirical observation on a more rational basis, it
is necessary to study the hydrodynamic behavior inside the coater.
The object of this study is to acquire a fundamental understanding of the gasparticle flows by developing and applying numerical models and conducting experiments
on a physical model, to provide data for a specific bed size and geometry, and to provide
laboratory measurements to validate the numerical model.

The goal of experimental

work will be verified by the completion of the following objectives:
•

Design, construction and testing of physical model.

•

Pressure distribution measurements

•

Pressure fluctuation measurements

•

Temperature measurements

•

Particle velocity and distribution measurements

5
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND OF FLUIDIZED BED AND SPOUTED BED
2.1

Fluidized State

2.1.1

Phenomenon o f Fluidizatkm
Fluidization refers to the process where a fluid-like state is imparted to solid

particles by the application of appropriate external forces. Solid particles may be pushed
apart from one another to acquire this mobility by the steady up-flow of a liquid or gas at
sufficient velocity.
Consider a column filled with loose solids up to a certain level. If a fluid is
passed upward through the bed of solids at a relatively low velocity, then the liquid or gas
will merely percolate through the void spaces between particles (Figure 2.1a). The solid
particles in this case will remain undisturbed, and the system is referred to as a fixed bed.

In AP

In u
Figure 2.1. Onset o f Fluidization

6
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The interstitial pores among the particles offer sufficient resistance to the fluid to create a
corresponding pressure drop in the direction of flow. As the fluid rate increases, the
pressure drop increases accordingly, the particles are lifted by the gas, and the bed
expands (Figure 2.1b).

During this expansion the solids rearrange their positions to

present as little resistance to the flow as possible. If the fluid rate is increased beyond
this point, particles begin to move about freely with frequent collisions. This is referred
as the condition for the onset of fluidization or the minimum fluidization condition
(Figure 2.1c). The superficial velocity through the column at this time is called the
minimum fluidization velocity. As the fluid rate continues to increase, the pressure drop
remains constant at the same level equaling to the solids weight.
The onset of fluidization (and the minimum fluidization velocity) is observed
when the drag force exerted by the upward moving fluid-stream matches the weight of
the particles in the bed.

( 2. 1)
A good indication of fluidization states of granular material may be obtained from
the pressure drop flow relationships of the expanded bed (Figure 2.1).
A major advantage of fluidized bed is the increased heat and mass transfer
between the particles and the contacting gas. There is an optimum amount of gas with
regard to mass transfer rate and practical consideration that should pass through a
fluidized bed for best heat and mass transfer. Any excess gas generally manifests itself in
the form of bubbles.

Movement of these bubbles in the bed aids in the gas-solid

contacting through solids mixing, gas leakage through the bubble boundary, and

7
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coalescence and breakage of the bubbles.

However, this excess gas can cause large

bubbles and slugs, especially at high gas velocities in small diameter columns with
granular materials.

Slugging is generally undesirable since it reduces the gas-solid

contacting significantly and causes vibrations in the fluidized bed. The gradual transition
of the bed from bubbling to slugging represents a change in the quality of fluidization.
2.1.2

Advantage and Disadvantage of Fluidization for Industrial Operations
The fluidized bed has both desirable and undesirable characteristics. These are

illustrated by comparing its behavior as a chemical reactor with that of other reactors.
Advantages of Fluidized Beds:
1. The smooth, liquid-like flow of particles allows continuous, automatically-controlled
operations with ease of handling.
2. The rapid mixing of solids leads to nearly isothermal conditions throughout the
reactor, hence the operation can be controlled simply and reliably.
3. It is suited to large-scale operations.
4. Heat and mass transfer rates between gas and particles are high when compared with
other modes o f contacting.
Disadvantages o f Fluidized Beds:
1. The difficult-to-describe flow of gas, with its large deviations from plug flow and the
bypassing of solids by bubbles, represents an inefficient contacting system. This
becomes especially serious when high conversion of gaseous reactant is required.
2. For continuous treatment of solids, the rapid mixing of solids in the bed leads to nonuniform residence times of solids in the reactor; this gives a non-uniform product and
lower conversions. On the other hand, for batch treatment of solids this mixing is

8
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helpful since it gives a uniform solid product. For catalytic reactions, the movement
of porous catalyst particles which continually capture and release reactant gas
molecules contributes to the backmixing o f gaseous reactants, so as to reduce yield
and performance.
3. Friable solids are pulverized and entrained by the gas; they then must be replaced.
4. Erosion of pipes and vessels from abrasion by particles can be serious.
5. For non-catalytic operation at high temperature, the agglomeration and sintering of
fine particles can necessitate a lowering in temperature o f operation, reducing the
reaction rate considerably.
Despite its serious drawbacks, the compelling advantages of overall economy of
fluidized contacting have been responsible for its successful use in industrial operations.
However, because of these drawbacks such success does not come easily; it is only
achieved by an understanding o f the deficiencies in fluidized contacting followed by a
deliberate effort to overcome these so that the advantageous characteristics prevail. The
use of the fluidized beds in a wide variety of industrial operations is ample evidence that
this can be done effectively.
2 .1 3

Type of Fluidization Operations
The term fluidization has been used in the literature to refer to dense-phase

fluidization consisting of particles fluidized by interstitial gas as well as lean-phase
fluidization, i.e. the gas voids containing virtually no bed particles, and circulation
systems involving pneumatic transport or moving beds. Here we restrict the term to
dense-phase fluidization. The ease with which particle fluidization is established and the

9
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range of operating condition, which sustains fluidization, varies greatly among gas-solid
systems.
Two main types of fluidization have been observed experimentally. In cases in
which the fluid and solid densities are not too different and particle sizes are small and
the gas velocity is low, the bed fluidized evenly, with particles having a relatively
uniform mean free path between collisions. The dense phase in this case acquires flow
characteristics analogous to liquids.

An increase in flow rate above the minimum

fluidization velocity usually results in a smooth, progressive expansion of the bed. Gross
flow instabilities are damped and remain small, and large-scale bubbling or heterogeneity
is not observed under normal conditions. A bed such as this is called a particulately
fluidized bed, or a homogeneously fluidized bed.
When fluid and solid densities differ greatly or the particles are large, the required
fluid velocity to ensure a fluidized state must be relatively high. In this case fluidization
is uneven, and the fluid passes through the bed mainly in the form of large bubbles.
These bubbles burst at the surface, spraying solid particles above the bed.

With an

increase in flow rate beyond minimum fluidization, large instabilities with bubbling and
channeling of gas are observed. At higher flow rates, agitation becomes more violent and
the movement of solids becomes more vigorous. In addition, the bed does not expand
much beyond its volume at minimum fluidization. Such a bed is called an aggregative
fluidized bed, or a heterogeneously fluidized bed.
Fluidized beds can also be classified according to the kind of solids transportation
involved: batch, one-pass and recirculation systems.

10
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The size dependency of the quality of fluidization suggests another classification
of beds. First there is the bed of fine powders, sometimes called a fluid bed. Particle
sizes are usually smaller than 100pm. A bed of coarse particles, generally larger than
300 urn, is called a teeter bed. These are shallow beds (height up to lm ). Finally for
larger particles, where ordinary fluidization may not be practical, a modified contacting
scheme, the spouted bed, is used. The spouted bed is a combination of a jet-like upward
moving dilute fluid phase surrounded by a slow downflow moving bed through which
gas percolate upwards.
2.1.4

Particle Classification
Particles can be classified with respect to their fluidization behavior as shown in

Figure 2.2.
Materials categorized within the group ‘A ’ generally have densities less than 1400
kg/m3 and fall within the size range of 20-100 um. These powders exhibit a pronounced
degree of stable bed expansion when the minimum fluidization velocity is first exceeded,
and it may be possible to sustain such uniform fluidization until the minimum fluidization
velocity has been exceeded by a factor o f two to three times. However, with further
increase in gas velocity, a point will be reached when the bed collapses back to a less
expanded state approximating more closely to the degree of expansion under the
minimum fluidization conditions. Most of the excess gas will flow through the bed as the
bubble phase.
Geldart’s Group ‘B ’ materials tend to have a mean size within the range 40 to 500
um and a density in the range 1400 to 4000 kg/m3. These exhibit much less stable bed
expansion; free bubbling occurs at or a little above the minimum fluidization velocity.

11
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Figure 2.2. Powder classification diagram (Geldart [2])

Group ‘C ’ materials are those of smaller mean size (<30um) and/or of lower
density so that inter-particle forces have an effect greater than that of the gravity. Such
materials are very difficult to fluidize.

With these materials, bed is very prone

channeling; i.e. the flow of fluid opens up lower resistance channel through the bed.
Once such a path has been created, it tends to enlarge with further increase in gas velocity
so that the gas is not properly distributed into the bed and never becomes truly fluidized.
Group ‘D ’ materials are usually a mean diameter greater than 600 um and/or are
dense particles. With these materials, the interstitial flow rate o f the gas through the
continuous phase necessary to fluidized bed is greater than the rise velocity of bubbles.
Gas flow conditions tend to be in the turbulent regime and the bubble coalescence pattern

12
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is different. Instead of a smaller bubble being caught up in the wake of faster rising,
large bubbles, cross-wise coalescence takes place between bubbles at a similar level in
the bed. The ensuing solids mixing generated by this process are less effective than that
by vertical coalescence.
2.2

Spouted Bed
A spouted bed consists essentially two regions: a dilute phase central core of

upward moving gas and particles called the spout, and a surrounding dense phase region
of downward moving particles and upward percolating gas known as the annulus (Figure
2.3). Spouted beds are good gas-solid contactors for coarse particles and provide good
solid mixing and circulation.
Spouting occurs when a bed of solid particles is continuously agitated by an
upward jet stream of fluid. The particles, carried upward in a central core, fall back into
the annulus around the spout and move uniformly downward.

Thus, continuous

circulation of the solids is achieved. The spout is a lean phase flow region of gas and
solids with respect to the solid fraction while the annulus is a particle dense phase flow
region. As the gas passes through the spout it simultaneously leaks into the annulus; the
maximum leakage is at the inlet. For flow modeling purpose the annulus is depicted as a
moving packed bed. Flow modeling of the spout is more complicated, a typical approach
is to assume Darcy flow in the annulus, obtain the flow through the annulus and subtract
this quantity from the total flow to obtain the flow from the spout.
Spouting, a visually observable phenomenon, occurs over a definite range o f gas
velocity for a given combination of gas, solids, and vessel configuration. The transition
occurs from a quiescent to a spouting to a bubbling to a slugging bed, which occurs as

13
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gas velocity is increased. The transition can be represented as phase diagram, i.e. plots of
bed depth versus gas velocity (Figures 2.4, 2.5).

Fountain

Spout

Annulus

Inlet

Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of conical bottom spouted bed

Bubbling
Fluidizing
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X
1

Spouting

Superficial gas velocity / (m/s)
Figure 2.4. Phase diagram: Semicoke [3]
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Figure 2.5. Phase diagram: Wheat [3]

In order to promote solid circulation and to eliminate dead areas at the bottom of
spouted beds, it is common practice to install a conical section at the base of cylindrical
column used for spouting. Various cone angles have been used, with the key requirement
being that the angle with the vertical be sufficient that all solids are in continuous motion.
The decreasing velocity gradient in the direction of flow in a conical vessel
possesses the following advantage [4]:
I . For polydisperse solids, the higher velocity at the lower section of a cone guarantees
adequate fluidization of the coarser particles, while the lower velocity at the top
section prevents excessive carry-over of fines.
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2. The highly agitated condition of the coarse particles serves to disperse the fluidizing
gas before it enters the upper zone, thus performing the function of a normal gas
distributor.
3. For highly exothermic reactions, the preferential accumulation of coarse particles
near the bottom, with their relatively lower specific surface, inhibits rapid heat
release, and the high degree of turbulence due to the higher fluid velocity near the
apex of the cone helps heat dissipation.
Measurements as well as visual observations, in half-cylindrical beds (Mathur and
Gishler [5]; Madonna and Lama [6]; Malek and Lu [7]; Volpicelli and Raso [8]) have
given a clear picture of the development of a spout. For low velocities, the pressure drop
AP increases with the flow rate. At some point, a small cavity is formed around the inlet
(the internal spout). As the flow rate increases further, AP keeps increasing but at a lower
rate in terms of unit increase of gas flow rate up to a maximum pressure drop, termed the
minimum spouting pressure, APm*. The small cavity formed around the inlet keeps
developing.

When the internal spout reaches the bed surface, AP falls quickly to a

constant value.

As the flow decreases, hysteresis is usually evident: for the same

velocity, the pressure drop is lower in the descending branch than in the ascending
branch.
The condition of incipient spouting can be conceived in general terms as resulting
from equilibrium between the upward drag force exerted by the fluid on the particles and
the buoyant weight of the bed. This concept has led to a number of semi-empirical
equations that relate APms to either the corresponding uniform packed bed pressure drop
(Madonna and Lama [6]) or the bed weight (Malek and Lu [7]; Manurung [9]) through

16
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some empirical coefficient. It can be readily seen that the localized nature of the fluid jet
as it emerges into a bed of particles at rest must strongly influence the magnitude of both
the upward drag forces of the fluid and the solids resistance. The fluid velocities near the
inlet are many times larger than the average across the bed, which means that the
particles in that region are subject to very large drag force.
23

Jet Spouted Bed
Jet spouted bed is characterized by fast particle movement resulting from very

high gas velocity.

The cycle time is estimated to be approximating O.Ss.

Diagram

representations of CSB (Classical Spouted Bed) and the JSB (Jet Spouted Bed) are shown
in Figure 2.6. The JSB is similar to CSB in terms of the systematic cyclic movement of
the particles. However in the JSB, the boundaries between the zones are not distinct and
bed voidage changes insignificantly from zone to zone.

Figure 2.6. Diagrammatic representation of the classical spouted bed and
the jet spouted bed

17
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The general characteristics of jet spouted bed are:
1. High gas velocity
2. High bed voidage, over 0.7S depending on the operating condition
3. Cyclic movement of the particles
4. Hydrodynamics different from CSB, hysteresis behavior does not exist

18
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CHAPTER 3 GAS PHASE HYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR
3.1

Introduction
The minimum spouting velocity and the pressure drop are the two most important

design parameters of spouted beds.

Correlations for the prediction of the minimum

spouting flow-rate and the pressure drop at minimum spouting velocity have been
reported by many investigators (Goltisiker et al. [10], Grabvcic et al. [11]; Nikolaev [12];
Kmiec, [13], Mukhlenov and Gorsthein, [14] Gelperin et al. [15]; Kemic, [16], Povmovic
and Hadzismajlovic [17], Kemic [18], and Littman and Morgan [19]).
3.1.1

Minimum Spouting Velocity
Minimum spouting velocity can be determined by using the data on the variation

in the bed pressure drop across a bed of particulate solid solids with fluid velocity. This
method will be discussed in detail in the experimental part. The other two methods are
voidage method and heat transfer method.
In the fixed bed, bed expansion is negligible, therefore the bed voidage remains
constant. When a fixed bed is brought to the fluidized state, the bed voidage increases
due to bed expansion. The onset of a spouted bed corresponds to the point where the
voidage just starts increasing with the gas velocity. This method of determining the
minimum spouting velocity is not simpler than the pressure drop method, because the bed
voidage can not be accurately determined.
The variation of the heat transfer coefficient with gas velocity forms the basis of
determining the minimum spouting velocity using the heat transfer method. The wall
heat transfer coefficient increases gradually in a fixed bed as gas velocity is increased.

19
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The velocity that corresponds to a sudden increase in the wall heat transfer coefficient is
the minimum spouting velocity.
The minimum spouting velocity depends on both the particles and the fluid
properties. For example, the Rems (minimum spouting Reynolds number) is dependent
upon the Archimedes number, A r (Ar=gdf,3(pp-pf)pf/pf2). However at room conditions,
inertial forces dominate over viscous forces for particles larger than 1mm. Hence most of
the correlations for U„b do not contain a viscous term. Consequently, these correlations
are not expected to do well for small particles or for a gas with higher viscosity.
In regard to the minimum spouting velocity Ums, Mathur and Epstein [3] listed
thirteen different empirical correlations that have been proposed in the past. According
to their view, the best agreement with published experimental data is still given by the
original formula of Mathur and Gishler [5].

(3.1)
However, even this formula is not suitable for extrapolation to larger size beds
since it predicts continually decreasing values of Ums for an increasing size of
geometrically similar beds, which leads eventually to an unrealistic prediction.
Asenjo, Munoz and Pyle [20] carried out a theoretical analysis of laminar flow
through a cylindrical bed in the range of onset spouting. Solving the equation of the
equilibrium of forces: drag force for flow through the bed and particle gravity force, they
obtained the following equations for the superficial velocity at the inception o f spouting:

20
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(3.2)
The above equation to describe gas velocity is limited to the laminar flow range
and cylindrical spouted beds. The parametric behavior of the function f(k, H/R) is shown
in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Approximate expression for f (k in the range of 0.1 to 0.5)
Another method was applied by Penkalla, Gyarmati and Nickel [21] to the flow
through a conical bed. They assumed that point fluid velocities and pressure have the
same values on the surface of “spherical caps” (see Figure 3.2). The superficial gas
velocity at a cap surface is described by the following relation.

u =■
2# (1 - cos ^ ) r

1
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(3.3)
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v

Figure 3.2. Diagram o f pressure and flow velocity distribution in a conical bed
For application at elevated temperatures, Wu et al. [22] modified the correlation
by Mathur and Gishler [5] to:

(3.4)
where

K=10.6; 0=1.05; t=0.266; to=0.095; ^=0.256
(3.5)
This correlation was based on their experimental values of Ums in a temperature
range of 20-420°C for particle diameters from 0.945 to 1.665mm.

However this

correlation neglects viscous effects. Experimentally, Arbib et al. [23] observed that Ums
decreases with the increase of temperature.

This result was contradictory with the

correlated equation mentioned above.
The trend of the minimum spouting velocity with temperature is still not clear. It
was found that at one particle size, Ums may increase with temperature, while for some
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other particle size, it has the opposite trend. [24] The effect of particle diameter and
temperature seems to be very complex.

The improper prediction may be due to

inadequate knowledge of how to include particle diameter and neglect o f fluid viscosity
in the correlation.
3.1.2

Pressure Drop
The minimum spouting pressure drop, AP^, is an important design parameter

because it determines the net work that must be supplied to the system. The minimum
spouting pressure drop is smaller than that for uniform fluidization, which is an
advantage. In order to characterize the spouted bed, the axial and radial annulus pressure
profiles are also needed.
Morgan and Littman [25] proposed a semi-empirical relation for APms/APmf in
terms of the primary parameters of the system, i.e., H, d;, Dc, etc. In addition, they used a
parameter called ’A’, a measure of inlet je t momentum per unit inlet area. In terms of
these parameters, the pressure drop ratio is given as

(3.6)
To obtain Y, the following quadratic has to be solved:

Y 2 + 2 ( X - 0 .2 ) - 1 .8 + 3‘2 — K+ ( X - 0 . 2 ) - ^ ^
e

e

=0
(3.7)

where
X -

1
(3.8)
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0 = 7.18 A ( p )

+1.07

(3.9)

Pf U«fU,g{<P)

[pP Pf )gd,

g(q>) = q{5<p2 -1.51<p3 - 4 .0 9 ^ -0 .5 1 6 )

3.2

(3.10)

(3.11)

Experimental Methods
Three experimental reactors were available for the experiments.

Laboratory

experiments were performed at room temperature in a cylinder-conical, half-column
piexi-glass reactor. The full cone angle o f the reactor is constant at 40°. The diameter of
the column is 88.9mm (3.5 inch), and the height of the conical part is 108mm (4.25 inch).
Experiments conducted at Sulzer Carbomedic, Inc. were performed at 1150~1350°C in a
cylinder-conical, full-column graphite reactor. The geometric configuration is the same as
room-temperature half column reactor except it is full column. The full cone angle of the
reactor is constant at 40°. The diameter of the column is 89.0mm, and the height of the
conical part is 114.7mm (Figure 3.3, left). A third reactor that can be operated at 400°C
(shown in Figure 3.3, right) is also used to assess the effect of temperature on the
hydrodynamic behavior.
The spouted bed laboratory experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.4. The solid
phase is comprised of glass beads. Beads are available in different sizes, ranging from
300 to 1500pm, with density around 2000 kg/m3. For every experiment, beads of the
same size are used. The depth of bed is varied from 70 to 120 mm. Compressed gas
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Figure 3.3. Geometry of the models

flows through a pipe into the bottom of the bed and the volumetric flow rate is changed
by means of a rotameter.
A static pressure probe and a Pitot probe (Figure 3.5) are fixed at various
positions inside the bed to measure the gas pressure and velocity distribution. The probes
are connected to a pressure transducer and then a PC to collect the data.
3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1

Regime Map
A regime map (phase diagram) can be represented on a plot of bed height versus

fluid flow rate for a given fluid-solid system (Figure 2.5, Page 15). A typical regime map
includes four regions. There are fixed beds, fluidzing, steady spouting, and incoherent
spouting. For bed heights ranging from 0.1 to about 1.2 Hm (maximum spoutable bed
height, explained later in detail), all the transitional points can be located by varying the
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Figure 3.4. Spouted bed laboratory experimental setup
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fluid flow rate. To be consistent with the method of measuring Ums, all the transitional
points are found by decreasing rather than increasing the flow. At any given bed height,
the fluid flow rate is first increased gradually, during which the regime transformation is
noted quantitatively by visual observation. The flow rate is then decreased slowly and
the transitional points are then determined quantitatively. This procedure of decreasing
the flow is found to yield reproducible results.

Figure 3.6 shows the flow regime

measured in the half-column model based on the visual observation.
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Figure 3.6. Phase diagram: glass bead, dp=500p.m
3 3 .2

Minimum Spouting Flow Rate
From Figure 3.7, it can be seen that the pressure drop characteristics are different

when increasing and decreasing the gas flow-rate, as mentioned before.

For the

increasing gas flow rate branch of the curve, the pressure drop depends to a considerable
extent on the initial condition of the packed bed. That is, it depends on the way in which
the particles of the bed happen to be packed at the beginning of the experiment. The
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decreasing gas flow rate branch of the curve starts from the stable spouted bed regime. In
this regime, the particles are thoroughly mixed, so there is no packing effect. Therefore,
in order to measure bed properties in such a way that the influence of the initial,
accidental packing of the particles is eliminated, the experiments were all carried out by
first increasing the gas flow rate to stable flow regime and then decreasing the flow rate.
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Figure 3.7. Effect of flow rate on bed pressure drop
(compressed air, room temperature, dp=300p.m, H=7.5cm)
As the gas flow rate increases, the pressure drop increases because of friction
through the bed until the point of maximum pressure drop is reached. This section of the
curve represents the flow of the fluid stream through a packed bed. For low velocities,
the pressure drop AP increases proportionately to the superficial gas velocity u raised to
some power between one and two. During this process, a small cavity is formed around
the inlet which grows with increasing flow rate. At the point of maximum pressure drop,
the internal spout has experienced considerable growth, and the bed is just beginning to
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expand. Further increase in the gas flow rate beyond this point will bring a decrease in
pressure drop and increase in the height of the bed. From then on, as the internal spout
develops and reaches the bed surface, AP falls very quickly to a constant value. This
flow rate corresponds to the minimum spouting flow rate.

Incipient spouting can be

conceived in general terms as resulting from equilibrium between the upward drag force
exerted by the fluid on the particles and the buoyant weight of the bed.
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Figure 3.8. Effect of flow rate on pressure drop for different bed height
(compressed air, room temperature, dp=300|i.m)
Figure 3.8 (all the pressure drop curves are for decreasing flow-rates) shows the
pressure drop between the gas inlet and the top of the bed as a function of the gas flow
rate for various static bed heights. The transition from the packed bed regime to the
stable spouting bed regime is shifted to a higher value of gas flow rate with increasing
bed height.
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The same tendency can be observed in Figure 3.9, i.e. the curve shift to the right
side as the particle diameter increases while keeping bed height the same. By comparing
these two sets of data, we can see that particle size has a larger effect on the gas phase
behavior than the bed height.

Among the three bed heights in the experiment, the

minimum spouting velocity changes only a little, while as the pressure drop increases
with the bed height. Figure 3.9 shows that the minimum spouting flow rate changes
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Figure 3.9. Effect of flow rate on pressure drop for different particle size
(compressed air, room temperature, Wp=300g)
considerably with the particle size, from 0.00008 m3/s at 300 um to more than 0.0004
m3/s at 500 um, but that the pressure drop of stable spouting is affected very little.
Figure 3.10 shows the comparison between the experimental data of minimum
spouting velocity and the semi-empirical correlated equations by Mathur, Gishier [3] and
Wu [22]. Minimum spouting velocity was calculated by dividing the cross section area
of the reactor by the minimum spouting gas flow rate. It can be seen that the calculated
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minimum spouting velocity is several times larger than the experimental results. The
discrepancy is because the empirical equations was correlated from the experimental data
from the cylindrical reactor. They did not consider the effect of the conical part of the
reactor. An empirical modification was made to Mathur and Gishler’s equation.
1/2

U.

PP~ P f

•fig H

Pf

(3.12)

The results between the experimental results and the calculated value from the
modified equation were quite close (Figure 3.10).
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an
Bodhd£l/(cm)

Figure 3.10. Model and experimental comparison of minimum spouting velocity
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Pressure Profile inside the Reactor
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the pressure distribution inside the half column room

temperature model. A “cap” on top of the bed was used to fix the probe at various axial
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Figure 3.11. Axial pressure profile
(compressed nitrogen, room temperature, dp=300pm, H=7.5cm, r=0cm)
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Figure 3.12. Radial pressure profile
(compressed air, room temperature, dp=300pm, H=7.5cm, 2.5cm above inlet)
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and radial locations.

From Figure 3.11, it can be seen that the pressure decreases

monotonically toward the bed surface. In the lowest part of the bed, the gradient of
pressure drop is comparatively large. There appears to be a maximum in the radial
pressure profile (Figure 3.12). But it can be seen the pressure difference at same height is
very small, so it is reasonable to assume that the pressure is uniform at the same level
(Variation is less than ±3%).
3.4

Model Analysis
The Navier-Stokes' equations can be applied to describe the flow of the gas and

the movement of the disperse phase in the bed:

3V
e p , ^ - + e p , V V \ = -S7P + e p . g + F*
at

tt ~ e )p d

3V

(3.12)

- + (1 - e ) p dV„ •VV„ = VT + (1 - e )p dg - F*

(3.13)

From Equation 3.12 it can be seen that the flow of gas is influenced by a pressure
gradient, gravitational forces and by an interaction force

between the dense and the

gas phase. F ^ is the sum of a total interaction force Fs and an Archimedes' force (1e)VP. The velocity o f the dense phase Vd in Equation 3.13 is influenced by internal
forces that are represented by the stress tensor T, gravitational forces, and the interaction
force Fdg- It is to be noted that the sign of the force F** in Equation 3.13 for the dense
phase is opposite to the sign of Fdg in Equation 3.12, which describes the gas flow. If gas
and dense phase flow are assumed steady, and internal forces and gravitational forces are
neglected, Equation 3.12 and 3.13 can be reduced to:
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(3.14)

V/> = Fdf = F i + (l-£ )V /»

eW P = F

(1 - e )p dVd •VVd = VT + (1 - e )p dg - F ^ = VT + (1 - e )p dg - F, - (1 - e)V P

(3.14)

(3-15)

(3 16)

In order to describe gas flow in the dense phase of the spouted bed, only Equation
3.15 needs to be considered further. It will be assumed in accordance with Lefroy and
Davidson that Darcy’s law[3] determines the interaction force Fs between the gas phase
and the dense phase:

F- = - 7 F (V - V‘ )

(3.17,

Equation 3.17 applies when a laminar interstitial flow regime is assumed in the
structure. Equation 3.17 is a good approximation for most bed materials, which are not
too coarse, and for most flow velocities, which are not too high. The law of conservation
of fluid mass is also applied to the flow of gas phase and the dense phase:

(3.18)

dr

(3.19)
The porosity, the gas density and the dense phase density are assumed to be
constant. Equation 3.18 and 3.19 then reduced to:

V -V = 0
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(3.20)

V Vd = 0
(3.21)
Combining Equations 3.15, 3.18, 3.20, 3.21 and assuming the gas viscosity and
dense phase permeability in the bed are constant, yields the pressure distribution in the
bed:
V 2P = - | p - v - v - v ( ) = o

(3.22)

In cylindrical coordinates, Equation 3.22 is represented by:
1 3 ( d P \ d 2P n
r — | + - —- = 0
r dr x dr / I d Z 2
Where P is assumed to have a cylindrical symmetric distribution.

(3.23)
Four boundary

conditions are required for Equation 3.23 to calculate the pressure distribution.

The

pressure above the bed is set equal to zero. No fluid passes through the bed walls. The
boundary conditions are:
fdP '
dr r=0

=

dP_
=

vdr,

(3.24)

0

0

(3.25)

■=HtgO

(3.26)

Pz=0 = Constant
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(3.27)

Equation 3.23 is solved using the finite difference method by the MATLAB build in PDE
tool box.
Figure 3.13 shows the calculated values of the pressure are too high near the gas
inlet and too low at the top section of the bed. This discrepancy between experimental
and calculated values of the pressure results mostly from the assumption that the linear
relationship exists between the pressure gradient and the local flow velocity. It is known
that the pressure gradient is proportional to the square of the local velocity for turbulent
flow.
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Figure 3.13. Model and experimental axial pressure profile comparison
3.5

Conclusion
Minimum spouting velocity can be determined by the pressure drop method. The

effects of particle size and particle loading on the minimum spouting velocity are studied.
It is found that the particle size has more pronounced effect on the minimum spouting
velocity.

Mathur and Gishler’s equation was modified to fit the experimental datg.
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Pressure profile in the reactor is measured, and the result is compared with the model
calculation.
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CHAPTER 4 PRESSURE FLUCTUATION ANALYSIS FOR A SPOUTED BED
4.1

Introduction
The pressure fluctuations in aggregative fluidization are related to the behavior of

the bed and to solid mixing. The inhomogeneities in the bed, in the form of bubbles and
slugs, have a complex relationship with the pressure fluctuation. The nature of these
inhomogeneities also affects the heat and mass transfer taking place in the bed. Since the
performance of a fluidized bed is measured by the mass and heat transfer capability and
by solids mixing, the pressure fluctuations can provide us with an effective way for on
line diagnosis of the behavior of the fluidized bed. Pressure fluctuations, as a way to
assess the quality of fluidization, are also preferred because of the ease of measurement
and cost effectiveness of the hardware.
The main advantage of fluidized beds is the increased heat and mass transfer with
the contacting gas. There is an optimum amount of gas that should pass through a
fluidized bed for best heat and mass transfer, at which rate good mixing is achieved with
less loss in contact efficiency, which can be described by means of heat and mass transfer
coefficient. The excess gas generally occurs in the form of bubbles. Movement of these
bubbles in the bed aids in the gas-solid contacting through the bubble boundary and
coalescence and breakage of the bubbles. However, this excess gas can cause large
bubbles and slugs, especially at high gas velocities in small diameter column with
granular materials.

Slugging is generally undesirable since it reduces the gas-solid

contacting significantly and causes vibration in the fluidized bed.

The quality of

fluidized bed will vary with the number and size of the bubbles. The larger the size and
the number of bubbles, the worse the quality of fluidization.
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Fluctuations of pressure and pressure drop have been observed in gas-solid
fluidized beds by many investigators. Tamarin [26] and Hiby [27] have suggested that
these fluctuations are associated with the escape of bubbles from the surface of the bed.
Recently, the analysis of pressure fluctuations in the plenum chamber and the freeboard,
the region above the bed surface, has been attempted for the diagnosis of the fluidization
state. Kang et al [28] measured pressure fluctuations and concluded that the changes in
the bed height, resulting from the action of the bubbles near the gas inlet, cause the
pressure fluctuations.
According to Geldart [29], the flow pattern in gas fluidized beds consists of
spatial and temporal arrangements of the interface between the particulate phase and lean
phase. These rising gas voids are known as bubbles. In the theory of Anderson and
Jackson [30], it was said that a perturbation in the state of uniform fluidization causes a
plane wave pressure disturbance, which grows in amplitude as it travels upward through
the bed. Such disturbances are initiated near the gas inlet and are responsible for the
initiation of bubbles in the bed. Bubbles result from fluid mechanical instabilities in the
bed near the gas inlet. The motion of these bubbles in the fluidized bed, and the changes
in the bed height caused by the bubbles escaping from the top o f the bed result in
pressure fluctuations, which in turn can be used to characterize their behavior.
As mentioned before, the Pyrolite® coating process utilizes an unstable spouting
bed for deposition of pyrolitic carbon onto substrates.

Unstable spouting beds are

identified by periodic bed height pulsation which likely result from the bed particles
choking the gas flow at the inlet [31].

Previous FAC (Flaw Analysis and

Characterization) project conducted at Carbomedics. has shown that coating quality, as
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defined by hardness and modulus values, varies according to different locations inside the
reaction chamber [32]. The hydrodynamic behavior of the bed particles is believed to
influence coating density through a phenomenon described as “in-situ polishing”. The
frequency and intensity of bed particle collisions with the growing carbon film influence
the porosity in the coating [32].
The object of these experiments is to study the effect o f gas flow rate, particle
diameter, particle loading and insert design on pressure fluctuation in a Pyrolite9 coater.
Results obtained here may lead to more detailed studies in the form of numerical
simulation and guide the improvement of coating quality in the Pyrolite9 coater of
Carbomedics. Since the reactor in the production unit is non-transparent, the nature of
the fluidization can not be seen through visual observation.

This work of pressure

measurement will also provide a measure of interpreting such observations and deducing
the nature of fluidization.

4.2

Experimental Measurements
The experiments were run at the Pyrolite9 carbon coater at Carbomedics and the

half column room temperature model.

The fluidization experimental setups were

described previously in Chapter 3. The room temperature model was made of clear cast
acrylic plate so that visual observations could be made along with the pressure
fluctuations.

Pressure data were obtained by placing a pressure transducer (WIKA

891.13.S00) immediately prior to the gas inlet. Pressure signals in the plenum were
obtained for different values of bed height, particle size, gas flow rate, and inlet design.
The pressure fluctuations were recorded for static and dynamic pressure measurements.
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The voltage signal from the transducers were simultaneously recorded using PC-1200
A/D board (National Instrumental Co.).
For each experimental measurement, there are two parameters that may be varied:
the sampling frequency and sampling time. If the Nyquist frequency is assumed known
and equal to fc, the sampling frequency should be higher than 2fc so that aliasing may be
avoided. It is also better to record data for a long time to reduce the samples error of the
spectrum estimates.

During the experiments, a sampling frequency of 36 Hz and a

sampling size of 2048 points were found to be adequate. Detailed measurement proved
that reproducibility could be guaranteed with the 2048 sample data. Aliasing did not
occur during the signal analysis. The power spectrum at zero pressure was also tested
and no peak of frequency response was seen.

The pressure fluctuation data were

processed to obtain the power spectral density function by Fast Fourier Transformation
(FFT).
The statistical properties of a measured pressure fluctuation signal are its primary
frequency, mean amplitude, standard deviation, probability density profile and 95%
confidence interval. The primary frequencies of a fluctuation signal are determined from
locating the peaks in its power spectrum.
Time domain pressure data are converted to the frequency domain using the Fast
Fourier Transfer tool in Excel 97 (Appendix A). The Excel add-in tool Fourier Analysis
can be used to obtain the Fourier transform of a data sequence whose length N is some
integer power of 2. The analysis returns N complex numbers of which N/2 plus one are
unique.
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The routine uses a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm and in effect calculates the
following:
^
^ _____ 2 n q ( n - l )
Cq - 2 , x .c o s
------n=l

_ 2 n q (n -l)
- i 2 ,x nsin
-----

r*

= Aq +

0=1

™

iBq

(4.1)

where i = V—T .
Fourier coefficients are converted to power spectrum by squaring the magnitude
of Fourier coefficient.

S0 = A f = 0

(4-2)

Sq = A q2 +Bq2;q = 1,2,..f - 1

(4.3)

S M= Aw2

(4.4)

The discrete frequency in the power spectrum are calculated from:
f(n) =n/hN

Where

(4.5)

n = 1 ,2,..N/2
N = number data points in sample
h = sampling interval
T = sample length (time)

For example: for record length of N = 1024 with a sample interval of h = l/36s, then

r - A » - i S 2 S - 28.4,
36
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(4 6 )

/ , = - j - 1------=
= 0035Hz
— ■1024 28 4
36
512

(47>

512

----------= ------- = ISHz Nyquist Frequency
(4.8)
— 1024 2 8 4
36
The nature of the power spectrum was found to be affected by the superficial gas
velocity, bed height, particle size, and the nature of the material. This makes comparison
of data on two different conditions extremely difficult. So before taking the FFT, data
were converted to zero mean and unit variance. That is, given x(n), n = 1,2,..N

x =-5 > ,

N
s= —
t(x , -x )2
N -lt! '
1

(4.9)

1/2

(4.10)

By doing so, the area under the power spectrum is unity. Also x and s provide two
additional parameters to evaluate the pressure data.
43

Results and Discussion
The nature of the pressure fluctuations in the fluidized beds have been found to be

affected by the gas flow rate, the particle size, the gas inlet design, and the static bed
height. Each of these effects has been studied as described. The mean and standard
deviation of pressure signals are used to characterize the bed behavior. Representative
samples of pressure fluctuations obtained are shown in Figure 4.1. The fluctuations are
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peaks of varying height, and rather regular spacing, indicating the presence of a
periodicity in the pressure signal.
Figure 4.2 shows an estimate the probability density function for pressure in a
typical bed. It was obtained using Histogram tool in Excel 97.
Figure 4.3 shows an example of the power spectral density function obtained by
FFT analysis of pressure fluctuation in the gas inlet o f the spouted bed. The power
spectral density function in Figure 4.3 has two typical peaks. Power spectrum with these
two peaks were also observed under other experimental conditions.

However, it is

sometimes hard to determine the principal frequencies for a single realization of the
power spectrum of a signal. In such cases, multiple power spectral were calculated and
averaged.
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Figure 4.1. Time domain pressure signal
(operating conditions: T=1350°C, Wp=200g, dp=300~425fim, Q=12SLPM)
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Figure 4.2. Probability function of pressure fluctuation
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Figure 4.3. Frequency response o f pressure fluctuation
(operating conditions: T=1350°C, Wp=3O0g, dp=300~425pjn, Q=16SLPM)
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The multi-mode form of the power spectrum can be explained as follows: bubbles
are generated in the gas inlet and break through the bed surface. As a consequence, the
pressure in the gas inlet is greatly reduced immediately after a bubble breaks through the
surface; the pressure is then quickly restored. Therefore, there exists a relation between
the bubble eruption frequency and pressure fluctuation. On the other hand, the particles
move down from annulus towards the gas inlet and offer a resistance to the gas flow.
This will also result in pressure fluctuation (this will be explained in detail in 4.3.1).

4.3.1

Effect of the Gas Flow Rate
The effect o f gas flow rate on the frequency domain pressure response is shown in

Figures 4.4-4.7. At low flow rate, i.e. less than 2 Standard Liter Per Minute (SLPM), the
gas simply passes up without disturbing the particles. At a certain gas flow rate, i.e. 2
SLPM, the jet velocity becomes sufficiently high to push back the particles in the
intermediate vicinity o f the gas inlet, causing a relatively empty cavity to form just above
the gas inlet. The particles above the cavity formed a compacted arc which offers a great
resistance to the flow. A pressure fluctuation is caused by the bursting of bubbles from
the top of the cavity: as particles are flung upwards by a bubble, a reduction in pressure
resulted, and as the particles fall back, an increase in the pressure is recorded. This
observation coincides well with the pressure frequency near 4 Hz at the power spectrum
with the gas flow rate equal to 2 SLPM. (Figure 4.4). This pressure fluctuation caused by
the movement of particles near the gas inlet is represented as fp hereafter. As the bubble
moves upward and breaks through the surface of particles, another pressure fluctuation is
created. This pressure fluctuation relates well with the frequency response around 10 Hz
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(hereafter described as ft,). At low gas rate, the bubble break through at the particle
surface is much less periodical and the frequency response is not pronounced.
With the increase of gas flow rate, the internal spout moves up towards the bed
surface. A cyclic movement of particles is generated inside the reacton particles are
spouted from the center of the reactor by the gas jet and fall back from the annul us area
towards the gas inlet. During the transition process, the frequency fp increases with the
gas flow rate, from 4 Hz at 2 SLPM to 5 Hz at 4 SLPM. This is because the increasing
gas flow rate speeds up the cyclic movement of particles. The intensity of the response
also increases during this process (Figures 4.4 and 4.5).
It can be seen clearly from Figure 4.8 that the mean and standard deviation of the
pressure fluctuations increase with gas flow rate. The standard deviation of the pressure
indicates the intensity of the pressure fluctuation.

The high intensity of pressure

fluctuation corresponds to the unstable behavior of the spouted bed at this stage. For
example at higher gas flow rate, i.e. 18 SLPM, the slugging and irregular movement of
bubbles can be observed from the flat side of the half-column room temperature model,
and this results in the increasing variance of pressure fluctuation.
4 3 .2

Effect o f Nozzle Insert Geometry
The purpose of these experiments is to characterize the gas inlet pressure

fluctuation for different Pyrolite® coater nozzle inlet designs.

The different kind of

inlets will affect the gas inlet pressure fluctuation, and thus lead to different
hydrodynamic behavior of the spouted bed. To achieve more uniform bed levitation (i.e.
to reduce pressure fluctuation), it is necessary to understand how nozzle geometry affects
bed levitation.
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Figure 4.4. Effect of gas flow rate on power spectrum (2,4 SLPM)
(operating conditions: T=1350°C, Wp=200g, dp=300~425mm)
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Figure 4.S. Effect of gas flow rate on power spectrum (8,12 SLPM)
(operating conditions: T=1350°C, Wp=200g, dp=300~425min)
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Figure 4.6. Effect of gas flow rate on power spectrum (16, 18 SLPM)
(operating conditions: T=1350°C, Wp=200g, dp=300~425mm)
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Figure 4.7. Effect of gas flow rate on power spectrum (20, 24 SLPM)
(operating conditions: T=1350°C, Wp=200g, dp=300~425mm)
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Figure 4.8. Effect of gas flow rate on mean and standard deviation of pressure
(operating conditions: T=1350°C, Wp=200g, dp=300~425mm)
Gas inlet orifice designs have been shown to influence the stability o f a spouted
bed [3].

Nozzles may be characterized by the ratio of inlet diameter, dj, to outlet

diameter, do. Various inlet designs are shown in the Figure 4.9. Previous work [3]
showed that stable spouting beds require a constricting nozzle with a dj/do ratio between
0.50 and 0.83.
In the experiments, four kinds of nozzle inserts with di/do ratios of 0.33, 0.5, 0.75,
1.0 were tested. The power spectrums are quite different for these inlet designs (Figure
4.10-4.11). The difference is mostly represented by the behavior of fp.
At the different dj/do ratios, the cone angle is constant at 40°, the dj is also
constant at 0.213 inch, while the do increases from 0.213 to 0.639 inch. Inlet gas plays
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more important roles on bed levitation at the smaller do- When dj/do = 0.333, since the
outlet diameter becomes wider, some particles near the wall are unaffected by the gas

\
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Figure 4.9. Geometry of inlet design
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flow; while at d/do = 1-0, most particles are levitated by the gas flow. So at the same gas
flow rate, with the increase of d/do ratio, the bed particles become more turbulent.
(Figure 4.10-4.11). This result can be further verified by the d/do ratio’s influence on
mean and standard deviation of pressure, which is shown in Figure 4.12. The mean and
standard deviation of pressure both increase with the increasing d/do-

Increasing

standard deviation of pressure indicates that the spouted bed becomes more pulsated and
unstable when d/do approaches 1.0. From the stability point of view, it is better to
choose the inlet with low d/do ratio.
433

Effect o f Particle Loading
Four different particle of 200, 300, 400 and 500g loadings were used during the

experiments.

Different particle loading corresponds to different bed height.

The

frequency of fluctuations varies with bed height in a manner that depends on the bubble
initiation and growth after initiation.
Figure 4.13 and 4.14 show the frequency spectrum at four different particle
loadings (gas flow rate is 8 SLPM). The difference among the effect of particle loading
on the power spectrum is mainly represented by the intensity of fb. It can be seen that the
intensity of fp decreases with particle loading, while the intensity of fb increases with
particle loading. At 200g particle loading, the bed height is relatively shallow compared
to the loading of SOOg. At the gas flow rate of 8 SLPM, in the shallow bed, it can be seen
from Figure 4.13 that there are two primary pressure response frequencies fb and fp. The
pressure fluctuation resulted from the intensity of fp is almost twice of that resulted from
fb. When the particle loading is 400 and 500g, from Figure 4.14, we can see that the
pressure fluctuation mostly resulted from the particles movement near the gas inlet, fp.
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Figure 4.10. Effect of inlet design on power spectrum
(operating conditions: T=1350°C, Wp=400g, dp=300~425mm, Q=12SLPM)
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Figure 4.11. Effect of inlet design on power spectrum
(operating conditions: T=1350°C, Wp=400g, dp=300~425mm, Q=12SLPM)
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Figure 4.12. Mean and variance o f pressure at different d/do ratio
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Figure 4.13. Power spectrum at different particle loading
(operating conditions: T=1350°C, Wp=200,300g, dp=300~425mm, Q=8SLPM)
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Figure 4.14. Power spectrum at different particle loading
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4J.4

Effect o f Particle Size
The particle size ranges studied during the experiments were 300~425pm and

500-600pm.

The frequency response is compared between these two particle

distributions at gas flow rate 12 and 18 SLPM.
From the power density spectrum (Figure 4.16), it can be seen that the variance of
frequency response become smaller with the increase of particle size. The intensity of
pressure fluctuation also decreased with the increase of particle size. This is because
porosity and permeability of the bed is increased with particle size. In the reactor with
bigger size particles, less gas passes through the particle bed in the form of bubbles.
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Figure 4.16. Effect of particle size on the power spectrum and dominant frequency
(operating conditions: T=1350°C, Wp=400g, Q=12SLPM)
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4 Ji

Effect o f Coating Farts
In order to study the effect o f coating parts on the pressure fluctuation, a half-set

metal valve (since the room temperature model is half column), totally 20 pieces, were
dropped into the reactor after the stable spouted bed regime was achieved. The metal
valve is a half-circular thin metal plate with diameter of 1cm. Figure 4.17 shows the
effect of coating parts on pressure spectrum at a given operating condition. It can be seen
that the two spectrums are quite similar, and the coating parts do not have much effect on
the power density spectrum. It means that adding the coating parts will not affect the
stability o f the spouted bed.
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Figure 4.17. Effect of coating parts on power spectrum and dominant frequency
(operating conditions: T=1350°C, Wp=400g, Q=12SLPM)
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4.4

Conclusion
Frequency domain analysis is found to be more efficient than amplitude domain

analysis since the frequency and intensity of the periodical signal can be more clearly
observed from the frequency domain analysis.
The power spectra obtained by FFT analysis have two principal frequencies.
These two frequencies are coincident with the bubble eruption frequency and the particle
movement near the gas inlet. When a bubble breaks through the bed surface, it causes a
pressure fluctuation. Particles slide down along the wall in the conical part of the reactor
towards the gas inlet, block the upward gas flow channel, and this causes the other
pressure fluctuation.
The intensity o f pressure fluctuation is increased with the gas flow rate. Different
kinds of inlets have great influences on the pressure spectrum. The pressure fluctuation
behavior is also different with bed height (particle loading).
A stable spout bed behavior can be represented by the cyclic movement of
particles. It corresponds to sharp peaks in the frequency spectrum. So from the variance
of the power spectral density function in the frequency domain, we can tell the behavior
of the spout bed.
The reactor in the production unit is not transparent, and the nature o f the
fluidization can not be seen by visual observation. So this work of pressure measurement
will also provide a way of deducing the nature and flow pattern of the fluidization from
the power spectrum.
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CHAPTER 5 SOLID PHASE HYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR
5.1

Introduction
Spouted beds are good gas-solid contactors and provide good solid mixing and

circulation. Previous references [32] show that particle collisions with the coating parts
have great influence on the uniformity and porosity of coating structure. So detailed
knowledge of the solid phase behavior, such as solids particle velocity, particle
concentration, maximum spoutable bed height etc., is very important to evaluate the
effectiveness gas-solid contact and understand the basic operation of device.
5.1.1

Spoutable Bed Height
Mathur and Gishler [5] found for a cylindrical contactor that, for a given fluid and

for particles of given size and density, there is a maximum spoutable bed height in the
stable spout bed regime. At this maximum height, when the gas velocity is increased
above that for minimum spouting, slugging is produced.

McNab, Bridgwater [33],

Epstein and Grace [34] obtained the correlation:
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Malek and Lu [3] obtained the fully non-dimensional equation:
\ D/
dt
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5.1.2
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(5.2)

Spout Diameter
Most mathematical models of the spouted bed assume that the diameter of the

spout annulus interface is independent of the bed height measured from the bed inlet.
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(Lefroy and Davidson, [35], Lim and Mathur, [36]; Epstein et al. [37], Rovero, [38];
Liftman et al. [25]; Morgan et al. [39]). This constant value is usually taken as the
average spout diameter, which can be estimated from various semi-theoretical or
empirical correlations (McNab [33], Bridgewater and Mathur, [40]; Wu et al. [22]). The
spout diameter can also be measured by visual observation. Measurement was made at
several bed levels to yield a full spout shape. Several investigators (Lim and Mathur,
[36]; Rovero et. al. [38], Littman e t al., [39]; and Morgan et al. [25]) have recognized
that the assumption of a constant spout diameter represents an important source of
inaccuracy in their models. For example, it precludes the possibility of obtaining an
accurate prediction of the velocity and pressure field for either the spout or the annulus,
especially in the entrance region where the spout diameter changes are most pronounced.
As far as is known, no completely successful prediction of the relationship
between the spout diameter and bed level currently exists. Khoe [41] attempted to derive
such a relationship by applying potential flow theory to the fluid and particle motions in
the annulus and employing the initial assumption that the spout diameter does not change
with the axial distance. It was found that the predicted spout diameter distribution did not
agree well with the experimental results.

The variation of the spout diameter is

particularly important in multi-dimensional spouted bed modeling when the flows in both
the spout and the annulus are to be computed.
Krzywanski and Epstein [42] developed and tested a scheme for predicting the
variation in the spout-annulus interface with bed level for fully developed spouts in both
cylindrical and two-dimensional beds.

To enable the development, they used the

variational analysis approach, which was used previously by Morgan et al. [39], to
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analyze the other properties of the spouted beds. The primary advantage o f this method
is that it requires no prior knowledge about the complete pressure and fluid/paiticle
velocity field in either the spout or annulus. However, it does require the information
about the average spout diameter, which can be obtained from standard correlations, and
the spout expansion angle. They agree well with some experimental results.
5 .1 3

Particle Velocity
In designing and developing equipment which handles solid particles, such as the

fluidized bed or spouted bed, the velocity profile of the particles inside the equipment
often needs to be measured to determine the operating characteristics. For early work,
cine-photography and a stopwatch were the most frequently used technique for
measuring particle motion. For the slow moving dense phase (v ~ 0.01 m/s), the local
velocity of particles can be measured by timing individual particles for a fixed distance or
using strobe photography. In the faster moving regions and the spout, the high-speed
camera technique has been used by Thorley et al. [43], Lefory and Davidson [35]. For
high solid particle loading, however, such a visual technique can not be used except for
measuring the velocity of particles adjacent to the wall. Unfortunately, the wall effects
limit the applicability of such visual methods.

Thus there has an urgent need for

developing a new technique to measure the local velocity of the particles inside the
equipment for high solid loading.
In what directly follows, techniques for measuring the local velocity of solid
particles are reviewed and the underlying principles of these techniques are discussed.
The available measuring techniques can essentially be divided into four categories. The
first uses a small obstacle to detect the drag force exerted on it by the flow of solid
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particles. The second is based on a measurement of the heat transfer rate of the solid
particles. The third is a tracer method based on the following the track of a tracer. The
fourth is based on statistical correlation of the optically observed movement of particles.
Method Based on the Drag Force Measurement
This method is based on measuring the force exerted on a small obstacle inserted
in the flow path. The particle velocity can be related to the measured drag force.
Heertjes et al. [44] have developed a small needle probe (0.2 mm diameter) to
detect the force resulting from the collision of the particles with the probe. The strain of
the needle is converted into an electric signal by means of a piezoelectric device. This
method gives an output signal, which can be directly related to the particle velocity,
provided that the physical parameters such as the mass of the particles or porosity of the
bed are known. Actually it is not an easy task to simultaneously measure these physical
parameters and the signal intensity.
Heat Transfer Method
A hot-wire anemometer has been widely used in measuring the local velocity of a
fluid. Marsheck and Gomezplata [45] have developed a fairly sophisticated technique,
which employs a similar principle, using a thermistor probe. They applied the probe to
measure the local mass flow rate of solid particles in a fluidized bed. This probe is also
capable of detecting the flow direction. The probe consists o f two thermistors, one is
used for heating particles and the other for measuring the temperature of the particles. If
the two thermistors are aligned in the flow direction with the heating thermistor upstream,
The temperature at downstream thermistor depends on the mass flow rate of solid
particles. Since the high-mass flow rate causes high-heat transfer rate by the particles,
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the mass velocity can be related to the temperature o f the thermistor. The heat transferred
by the particles may depend not only on the voidage o f the bed but also on the
characteristics of the particles. To know particle velocities, a calibration must be made
each time that a different type of particle is used.
Tracer Method
In this method a tracer particle is put into the flow stream and the velocity is
determined by following the motion of the particle. The advantage of this method is that
the velocity can be measured without obstructing the flow of the particles.
Kondukov et al.[46] measured paiticle flow patterns in a fluidized bed using a
tracer particle marked by radioactive isotope “ Co. The position of the tracer particle was
continuously determined by means of radioactive detectors. The detectors were fixed in
pairs along three mutually perpendicular axes to allow three-dimension measurement.
Based on the same principle, Van Velzen et al. [47] used such a technique, and
radioactive Co, measured the flow pattern of particles in a spouted bed.
Fiber Optic Probe Method
The fiber optic probe was originally proposed by Oki et al. [48] for use in
fluidized beds and further developed by Patrose and Caram [49]. Benkrid and Caram [50]
measured the axial particle velocities in the annular region using stroboscopic
photography, stopwatch and fiber optic methods. Their results show that the solids flow
is characterized by a point sink at the nozzle entrance and the solids moving almost in
plug flow high in the bed. The velocity is independent of the total height of the bed. He
and Qin et al. [51] measured the profiles of vertical particle velocities in the spout and the
fountain of a half-column and full column spouted bed. They observed that in the spout,
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radial profiles of vertical particle velocities were of near Gaussian distribution. In the
half column, particle velocities adjacent to the front plate were approximately 24% lower
than a few millimeters away.
5.1.4

Particle Voidage Distribution
The voidage in the annulus of spouted beds is usually assumed to be constant and

equal to the loose-packed voidage for the particulate material (Mathur and Gishler, [5];
Thorley et al. [35]; Mathur and Epstein, [3]).

On the other hand Thorley [35] and

Grbavcic et al. [11] noted slight difference in voidage in different part of the annulus. In
the fountain region, an y-ray technique has been used to measure the vertical voidage
profile (Waldie et. al., [52]).
A calculation method has been frequently used to determine spout voidage (e.g.
Mathur and Gishler; [5]). It is based on the fact that the downward solids flow in the
annulus under steady state operation equals the upward solids flow in the spouted bed at
any level and on the assumption that the annulus voidage equals to the loosed-packed
voidage.

The voidage in the spout is estimated by measuring downward particle

velocities at the column wall and upward velocities in the spout of the half-column wall
using high-speed cine camera.

This method is clearly unable to calculate the radial

voidage distribution in the spout. Moreover, the wall effect reduces the reliability of the
data. Other technique involved to measure voidage in the spout include a piezoelectric
probe (Goltisker, [10]), and y-ray absorption (Elperin et al. [15]).

The piezoelectric

technique needs simultaneous particle velocity measurement.
Recently fiber optic probes have been used to measure local voidage in fluidized
bed (e.g. Morooka et al., [53]; Matsuna et. al. [54], Nakajima et al. [55]). The voidage in
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most of the annulus was found to be somewhat higher than the loosed packed voidage
and increased with increasing spouting gas flow rate. There is a denser region in the
annulus where the voidage was a little less than the loosed-packed bed voidage. In the
core of the fountain, the voidage decreased with height for low spouting gas flow-rate,
consistent with the model of Grace and Mathur [56]. However at high gas flow rate, it
first increased with height and then decreased towards the fountain top.

The radial

profiles of the local voidage were roughly parabolic in the lower portion of the spout and
blunt in the upper portion.
5.2

Experimental Methods
The circulation patterns are measured with an optical probe custom manufactured

by Ocean Optics, Inc. The probe consists o f a bundle of 11 optic fibers configured as
shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
A tungsten halogen light source (Ocean Optics Model LS-1) illuminates 7 of the 11
fibers, which pass in a bundle from the light source, through a coupling, to the stainless
probe tip. These fibers then direct the light onto the moving particles in the spouted bed.

RECEVNG
FBERS
PROBE
LIGHT SOURCE
COUPLNG
RECEVNG
FBERS

Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram of the optic probe
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Figure 5.2. Arrangement of the fibers in the optic probe
The four additional fibers are used to collect the light reflected from the particles.
They pass through the probe tip to a coupling where they are splayed out and are
terminated separately by individual stainless steel tips.
The stainless steel tip is 0.25 inch diameter and 3 inch long. The cross section
view of the arrangement o f the optic fibers is shown in Figure 5.2. Each of the tips of the
four receiving fibers is joined to silicon photodiodes (Melles Griot #13 DSI 001) with a
coupling machined from aluminum. The current from the photodiode is in proportion to
the intensity of light transmitted to them by the fiber optic probe, and thus is proportional
to the intensity of light reflected from the particles.
All of the fiber optics are contained in plastic sheaths. The sheathed bundle of 11
fibers from the probe to the coupling is 0.156 in. diameter and 39 in. long. The sheath for
the four single receiving fibers and the illuminating fibers bundle is also 0.156 in. and are
43 in. long. The probe tip is inserted through one of the eight ports in the flat wall of the
half-column, room temperature model, as shown in Figure 5.3. The holes in the flat wall
were carefully machined and smoothed to avoid any blurs that would disturb the flow.
The unused ports are sealed with rubber stoppers that are also carefully placed so that the
inside wall of the reactor remains smooth.
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Figure 5.3. Placement of probe through the reactor wall
The principle of the velocity measurement can be described with reference
Figure 5.4. As a particle moves in front of the probe, the reflected light will first
sensed as a pulse by fiber yi and a short time later by fiber y 2 - The time lag between

Figure 5.4. Cross section configuration of the probe
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the two pulses is ty. Likewise (not shown in the figure), there will be two light
pulses sensed by the x fibers separated by a time lag tx. Knowing the distance between
the two y fibers (/y) and the two x fibers (/x), the speed and direction of the particle can be
calculated as*:

U

(5.3)
and

(5.4)
Rather than process each pulse individually, the two signals can be digitized and the cross
correlation between the two x fiber signals and the two y fiber signals calculated. The
maximum of the cross-correlation function provides the mean transit time T, from which
the mean speed Up can be calculated. Also the width of the peak in the cross-correlation
function will provide an estimate o f the variance of the particle speed. The calculation of
the cross-correlation function is described in Appendix A.
The size of the probe must be small enough to be able to detect the reflected light
from the individual particle.

In designing the probe, the distance between the two

detecting points is essential. Ideally, a particle passing through the upstream detecting
point should also pass through the downstream detecting point. In reality, however, this
may not occur due to the collisions or friction between the probe and the particles.
Therefore the probability that the same particle will pass through the two detecting points
decreases and the correlation between the two measured signals becomes smaller as the
distance / increases. Previous experiments [54] show that the maximum value o f cross-
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correlation coefficient, C7*m). decreases exponentially with the distance /. When the
distance I is greater than five times the size of the particle dp, the value o f C*( Zm) is
smaller than 0.2, and thus it becomes difficult to locate the peak o f C*(x). On the other
hand, if the distance I becomes smaller, higher sampling rates are needed. To determine
the optimal distance /, all the factors mentioned above should be taken into account In
our experiments, the diameter of the particle typically used is around 500pm; the distance
between the two custom manufactured receiving probes is 1mm.
53

Data Acquisition System
The solid circulation data were obtained with the optical probe, as described in

Section 5.1, above.

Measurements were made on the room temperature half-column

model. The output of the silicon photodiodes is a very small current. Before digitization,
the signal had to be converted to voltage and amplified. This was accomplished with the
amplifier circuit shown in Figure 5.5. Four of these amplifiers, one for each of the
receiving fibers, were constructed. The output of the amplifiers is a signal in the range of
0-10V.

R .-2SM Q

LM324
LM324
LM324

ska

-1SVDC
SkO

Ska

Figure 5.5. Amplifier circuit for the photodiode output
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The data from the optical probe were collected with a National Instruments
DAQCard-1200 Multifunction I/O card in a Gateway 9000 notebook computer.
Lab VIEW was used as the application software. The DAQCard-1200 accepts 8 single
ended or 4 differential inputs and the A/D conversion is done at 12 bits. The maximum
single channel sampling rate is 10s samples per second. The voltage input range is 0-10V
for unipolar or -5-to 5V for bipolar signals. A software-programmable amplifier with the
gain selection of 1, 2, 5, 10,20, 50, or 100 is available.
Figure 5.6 and 5.7 show the front panel and block diagram of the program. The
program is created using Lab VIEW 5.0.1.

Using the front panel, the sampling rate,

sample time, number of channels measured can be easily adjusted. This program can also
implement some data analysis methods, such as mean, variance and cross correlation.
5.4

Probe Calibration
Intuitively, one would think that the value lx and ly, used in the previous

equations, equals the geometric distance between the receiving fibers.

Actually the

effective distance is a function of viewing angle of receiving fibers and the nature of the
illumination bathing on the particles. This can be caused by the face not being
perpendicular to the fiber or the light reflected by the receiving probe not being strictly
perpendicular to the surface, but rather within a certain angle. Thus the probe must be
calibrated to determine the effective spacing between the fibers.
Figure 5.8 represents the case where the center fibers are used to illuminate the
measuring particle. The shaded area indicates the cone of illumination produced in the
region immediately in front of the fibers. The dashed line indicates the angle of vision of
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Figure 5.8. Influence of illumination and fiber viewing angle
on the effectiveness distance
the receiving fiber, which is a characteristic of the optic fiber. Light beyond the angle of
vision is not captured by the receiving fibers since the angle of incidence is smaller than
that required for total internal reflection to occur within the fiber. It can be seen that the
bottom fiber receives maximum reflected light from the moving particle when the particle
reaches position 1.

Similarly the top fiber receives light when the particle reaches

position 2. Therefore, the delay between the two maximum reflected light will be smaller
than that expected if the maximum are to occur when the particle passed over the fiber
center.
To get the effective distance between the two receiving fibers, calibration
experiments were carried out in a free falling particle stream of glass beads. The value 1
is calculated from the particle velocity measurement using Laser Doppler Velocimetry
(LDV). Since LDV is an absolute technique, no calibration is required. At two locations,
the probe was positioned such that its front exactly coincided with the measuring point by
the LDV.

This ensured that the transit time information obtained from the probe

corresponds to the particle velocity measured by the LDV. The particle velocity Up and
the transient time T were used to compute the effective distance between the two
receiving fibers.
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Table 5.1. LDV results for optical fiber probe calibration
TEST

U(m/s)

dU (m/s)

1
2
3
4

1.6794
1.667

0.0411

5
6
7
8
9

# SAMPLES

0.58779

0.584395
0.577885

316
363
409
286
649

0.573405
0.575085
0.57127

199
107
924

0.574945
0.57309
0.575085
0.577535
0.57176
0.57456

930
934
937
950

1.6396
1.6697
1.6511

0.0408

1.6383
1.6431
1.6322
1.6427

0.056
0.0767
0.0407
0.0398

3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

1.6374

0.0397
0.0397

3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

0.570675
0.57659
0.56924
0.568855

3.5
3
3
3

0.57435
0.58893
0.59169
0.59193

931
916
930
935
932

3
3
3
3
3

0.59832
0.59451
0.59121
0.5943
0.59889

922
926
921
930
931

3
3
3

0.59439
0.59226
0.59577

940
927
936

1.6431
1.6501
1.6336
1.6416

15
16
17

1.6305
1.6474
1.6264

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

1.6253
1.641

28
29
30

D (mm)

3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

10
11
12
13
14

25
26
27

dt (10**s)

1.9631
1.9723
1.9731
1.9944
1.9817
1.9707
1.981
1.9963
1.9813
1.9742
1.9859

0.0422
0.0459
0.0474

0.0398
0.0398
0.0393
0.0396
0.0395
0.0396
0.0397
0.0395
0.0456
0.045
0.045
0.0455
0.0454
0.0453
0.0448
0.0451
0.0449
0.045
0.0448

Average distance (mm)

0.58345
0.57386

0.5822
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921
933
941
941
934

The results are shown in the Table 5.1.

There are thirty groups of particle

velocity measurements conducted using LDV. The first 20 groups were measured at one
position, the last 10 groups were measures at another position.

From the statistical

analysis (Appendix C), we can see the there are significant differences between the two
calibrated effective distances. The mean effective distance between the two receiving
probes measured from group 1 is 0.576 mm, from group 2 is 0.594 mm. The relative
difference between these two measurements is 3.16%. So we take the overall average of
these measurements 0.582mm as the effective distance, while the actual geometric
distance between the two receiving fibers is 0.9mm measured by microscope.
Rotating disk method was also carried out for determining the effective distance
between the two receiving probes. The disk has a pattern of black and white lines normal
to a circle at some radial distance r. The cylindrical disk is rotated horizontally at an
angular velocity co and the reflected light from the surface of disk is detected by the
receiving fiber optic probe. Knowing r and the angular velocity (o, the actual rotating
velocity is known. From cross correlation measurements, the time lag between the two
receiving fibers is x and the distance between the fibers could be measured by the
following equation.
/ = ra n

(5.5)

The tip of the probe is fixed at a certain radial distance from the center, and slightly apart
from the surface o f the cylinder disk. The effective distance measured from experiments
is shown in Figure 5.9. The probe leads to a substantial drop-off of signal with distance
as shown in Figure 5.10, obtained by moving the probe from the surface of a rotating disk
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Figure 5.10. Signal Intensity measured by probe as a function of distance
from the measuring point
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Result shows that the reflected light intensity is a function of distance between the
measuring point and the tip o f the probe. That intensity is close to zero when the distance
larger than 5mm. Consider the effect of reflected light intensity, the effective distance o f
between the two receiving probes is 0.58mm.
5.5

Results and Discussion

5.5.1

Maximum Spoutable Bed Height
The maximum spoutable bed height, Hm, was measured using the half-column

room temperature model. It was determined by increasing the bed height until stable
spouting could not be obtained at any gas flow rate. The corresponding loosely packed
bed height was then taken as Hm. In our conical spouted bed, there was no maximum
spoutable bed height within the experimental conditions. Stable spouting could always
be achieved at a certain gas flow rate range for a given particle size and loading.
5.5.2

Geometry o f the Spout
The diameter of the spout was measured in the half-column room temperature

model. A ruler was used against the flat wall of the model, and the reading was recorded
at different operating conditions.
The geometry of the spout zone is similar in all the systems studied and has a
pronounced expansion near the inlet of the reactor, followed by a neck and then
expansion toward the fountain.
There are several kinds of spout shapes as shown in Figure 5.11 corresponding to
different kinds of inlet designs. (Figure 4.6) The effect of di/do on the spout diameter is
analyzed along the axial position in the reactor. For four values of inlet diameter, it is
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observed that the position of the neck is further from the inlet as the inlet diameter
increases Figure S. 12 shows the spout diameter variation in the conical cylindrical bed
for several different particle size: 300, 400, 500 and 600 pm.

The spout diameter

increases as the particle diameter decreases.
5 iJ

Particle Velocity and Trajectory
Particle velocities are measured at various points in the bed by inserting the probe

through different test holes in the bed wall, after allowing the flow to reach the steady
state. Figure 5.13 shows the particle velocity in the center of the spout zone.
The velocity in the spout zone is totally vertical. In a given position, in most
cases, the particle velocity increases with the gas flow rate (Figure 5.13). It decreases
from the inlet to the bed surface for a given gas flow rate (Figure 5.14).
From the radial velocity profile (Figure 5.15), we can see that, in the spout zone
the upward velocity is maximum at the reactor axis, and decreases as the radial position
in the reactor increases.
The particle trajectory in the spout zone is totally vertical, while in the annular
zone the solid velocity has a radial components.

The radial component of particle

velocity has a maximum value at the spout-annulus interface.

From the vertical and

radial velocity, we can get the direction of the particle flow.

5.5.4

Bed Voidage
Previous experiments[54] have shown that there is a linear relationship between

voidage and the mean output signal of the fiber optic probe. A calibration curve was
therefore obtained by putting the probe in an empty column and a fixed bed to obtain two
widely separated values for a linear calibration.
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Figure 5.16 shows the radial voidage profiles at several axial positions. The bed
voidage increases with axial distance from gas inlet. The radial profile of voidage is
roughly parabolic in the spout and there exists a minimum somewhere in the annulus.
This means that there exists a dense region in the annulus between the spout and the wall.
This probably results from the forces acting on the region, such as the drag due to gas
crossflow, the weight of particles in the annulus, the shear stress cause by gas and upward
moving particles, and shear stress due to downward moving particles in the annulus.
The experimental results of voidage for different gas flow rates are shown in
Figure 5.17. Increasing gas flow rate causes the bed voidage to increase in both the spout
and annulus region.
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5.6

Conclusion
The optical probe and the data acquisition system used are suitable for

determining the local properties of conical spouted beds in a wide range of geometric
factors and operating conditions. The analysis carried out on the spout geometry, particle
velocity, particle trajectory and bed voidage allows for the understanding the solid
circulation in the spouted bed reactor.

The information obtained here is useful for

consideration in the gas flow model and for establishing the bases o f a solid flow model
that takes into account the solid transport from the annular zone to the spout zone.
The spout has two zones of pronounced expansion: one is the near the gas inlet
and one is at the bed surface. The spout shape is affected by the inlet design and the
operating conditions.
The upward velocity in the spout has a maximum in the center of the reactor, and
the velocity is decreased with the axial position. In the annular zone, particles have both
axial and radial components. The direction of the particle velocity is affected by the cone
angle of the reactor.
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CHAPTER 6 HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS PHASE
HYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR
6.1

Introduction
This chapter presents the results of pressure measurements which are

implemented to determine the pressure profile in the Pyrolite® coater. (Data from the
production unit were collected at the Carbomedics production facility during the
summers of 1997 and 1998). Experiments were run under various operating conditions
for temperature, particle loading, particle size, gas flow rate. The hydrodynamic behavior
of the gas phase at high temperature is somewhat different from that at room temperature.
At high temperature, the change of gas viscosity and density affects the levitation force
applied to the bed particles. Some basic relations between the pressure distribution and
these variables have been obtained. Experiments were also carried out in order to test
whether the hydrodynamic behavior of the room temperature model can be used to
represent the high temperature hydrodynamic behavior if the two models keep the same
Reynolds and Archimedes number.
6.2

Experimental Measurements
Experiments were carried out in a conical-cylindrical graphite coater. The coater

is 57.59 cm in height and 8.76 cm inner diameter. The cone angle is 40° and the diameter
of the orifice used in the experiments is 0.55 cm. The coated Z r02 particles were used as
the bed material. The particles were loaded into the reactor at the beginning o f the
experiments. Compressed Nitrogen (20 PSI) was introduced through a pipe to the bottom
of the reactor.
The pressure was measured using both static and dynamic pressure probes. The
pressure probe was inserted into the reactor from the top, and the pressure was measured
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with a differential pressure transducer. The reading was converted to pressure via a
calibration curve. Since the pressure was not very stable, each data point measured is
based on the time average of around 100 samples.
Three sets of experiments have been carried out: (1) the pressure drop at different
flow rate has been obtained for different temperatures, (2) the axial pressure profile was
measured at high temperature and (3) the radial pressure profile was measured at high
temperature. The gas flow rate was changed during each run in order to determine the
relationship between the pressure and gas flow rate. Table 6.1 summarizes the range o f
variables studied in this work.
Table 6.1. Levels of variables studied
Variable

Test levels

Temperature (°C)

1150,1250, 1350,1450

Particle size (pm)

300-425,500-600

Particle loading (g)

200,300,400,500

Leaflets (piece)

0 ,4 0

Gas flow rate (1/min)

2 , 4 , 6 , 8,10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24

63

Results and Discussion

63.1

Temperature Profile
Figure 6.1 shows the temperature profile in the empty bed. Figure 6.2 shows the

temperature profile in the reactor with particles. The temperature at the outside of the
wall is controlled at 1400°C.
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Figure 6.1. Temperature profile inside the reactor (empty bed)
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Figure 6.2. Temperature profile inside the reactor (with particles)
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Temperature near the wall is higher than that in the center of the reactor because
the heating coil is placed outside the reactor wall. The axial temperature profile drops
dramatically above 15cm because there are no heating coils placed at that part of the
reactor. By adding particles into the reactor, the temperature in the center increases. The
circulation movement of particles aids the heat transfer inside the reactor.
6 3 .2

Pressure Profile
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the pressure profile at different axial positions in the

Pyrolite® coater. From Figure 6.3, one can see that pressure decreases monotonically
with axial position. At a position 10.02 cm above the gas inlet, the pressure is very close
to atmospheric pressure. The slope of pressure drop is different at various gas flow rates.
The pressure drops more quickly at the lower gas flow rate than that of the higher gas
flow rate. Figure 6.4 shows the static pressure distribution at different radial positions. It
can be seen that the radial pressure profile is relatively flat, not much difference between
the center and I inch off the center.
633

Effect of Temperature on the Pressure Profile
Figure 6.5 compares the effect of temperature on the overall pressure drop at

different gas flow rates. It can be noted that the minimum spouting velocity decreases
with an increase in temperature. This behavior can be explained in terms of flow regime
according to the particle Reynolds number, which is the balance between the inertial and
viscous forces.

Small particles, with diameter of 300 pm, were used during the

experiments, and low Reynolds numbers (Rep=dpupf/pr) indicates that the flow is in the
laminar regime. When viscous forces prevail, the minimum spouting velocity is
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Figure 6.5. Effect of temperature on the pressure drop at different gas flow rate
essentially a function of 1/pf. As the viscosity increases with temperature, minimum
spouting velocity decreases.
From Figure 6.5, we can see that at room temperature, for low velocities, the
pressure drop increases with the gas flow rate. As the gas flow rate increases further, the
pressure drop keeps increasing but at a lower rate up to the maximum pressure drop. At
the same time, the height of the internal spout increases. When the internal spout reaches
the bed surface, the pressure drop falls quickly to some constant value. At the highest
temperature (1350°C), the phenomenon o f the pressure drop increases at low gas flow
rate can not be observed. That is because the internal spout is already relatively larger in
comparison with the solids above the spout and the spouted bed is formed even at the
lowest controllable gas flow rate, 2 SLPM. Since the bed particles are in the spouted
regime, further increasing the gas flow rate will not affect the pressure drop.
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The minimum spouting pressure drop increases with an increase in temperature.
An increase in pressure drop physically means that the frictional force encountered by
particles is greater at high temperature. More pressure energy is spent in expanding the
spout and overcoming drag in the annulus and spout.
The temperature has no observable effect on the longitudinal pressure profile in
the range of 1150-1350°C. (Figure 6.6)
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Figure 6.6. Effect o f temperature on the axial pressure profile
6.3.4

Comparison o f Production Unit with Room-Temperature Model
From the elementary fluid dynamic concept o f similitude, a model must maintain

geometric, dynamic, and kinematics similarity with the real system.
To assure geometric similarity, the relative dimensions o f the physical model
must be identical to the production unit.

In our experiments, they are identical.

Similarly, the size and shape o f the bed particles were also identical. Dynamic and
kinematic similarity can be assured by choosing the appropriate dimensionless groups
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which describe the hydrodynamics of the spouted bed.

The most important

hydrodynamic aspect o f the fluidized bed is the levitation of the bed particles. This
levitation is the result o f the balance o f forces between upward force imparted on the bed
particles by the process gas mixture and downward force - gravity. The most appropriate
dimensionless group to describe the levitation phenomenon is the Archimedes number the ratio o f gravitational forces to the viscous forces:

(6 . 1)
f*/‘

The other dimensionless group will be used is the Reynolds number which is the
ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces:
(6.2)

In order to simulate the hydrodynamics behavior of the production unit, the
following two conditions must be hold:
RCpjnodel
(6.3)

Thus in the experiments using room temperature model, different gases and
particle sizes were used in order to keep Rep and Ar the same.
In order to attain the dynamic and kinematics similarity using air at room
temperature, it is necessary to change the diameter of the beads in the bed material. At
room temperature the viscosity of air is reduced, so that to maintain similarity of
Archimedes number, the diameter of the beads must be reduced, as can be seen from the
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definition of the Archimedes number. The similarity of Reynolds number can then be
attained by appropriate selection of the gas flow rate.
Table 6.2 lists the physical properties o f gas and particles used in the room and
high temperature model comparison. In order to keep Archimedes number the same,
helium was used in the room temperature model instead of nitrogen and small size
particles were used.
Table 6.2. Gas and solid physical properties
High temperature model

Room temperature model

H n2. i350°c =

0.0536 cp

M
-h
c
.2s°c =

P n2, i3 so°c =

0.2103 kg/m3

Ph
c
. i350°c =

Pparticle, cooler =

2670 kg/m

0.0190 cp
0.1786 kg/m3

Pparticle, model =

dp = 500 pm

2000 kg/m

dp = 300 jun

Figure 6.7 shows the axial pressure profiles inside the reactor using compressed
nitrogen and helium. In order to keep Reynolds number the same, the gas velocity in the
room temperature experiment must be 0.7 of that of the high temperature measurements.
It is also should be noted that since the room temperature model is a half column. The
cross section area of the gas inlet is a half circle, so in order to maintain the same gas
velocity, the gas flow rate needs to be half of that o f the full column.
It can be seen that in Figure 6.7 the pressure profiles are very close. The pressure
profile is an important parameter to describe the gas phase hydrodynamic behavior. From
this result, we can say that the room temperature model can be used to describe the high
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Figure 6.7. Comparison of pressure drops at different temperature
with same Rep and Ar
temperature gas phase hydrodynamic behavior if the models keep the same Reynolds and
Archimedes number.
6.4

Conclusion
High temperature gas phase hydrodynamic behavior is different from that o f the

room temperature.

Minimum spouting velocity decreases with temperature and

minimum pressure drop increases with temperature. The room temperature model can be
used to simulate the high temperature gas phase hydrodynamic behavior if the two
models keep kinematic similarity - same Reynolds and Archimedes number.
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CHAPTER 7 STABLITY ANALYSIS OF THE SPOUTED BED
7.1

Introduction and Experimental Method
An ideal spouted bed consists of essentially two regions: a dilute phase central

core of upward moving gas and particles called the spout, and a surrounding dense phase
region of downward moving particles and upward percolating gas known as the annulus.
However, this situation can rarely be achieved in practice. In a relatively shallow bed
(H/Dc < 3), an increase in gas flow above that required for minimum spouting causes the
spout to lose its well defined shape.
Stability under combustion conditions is not yet well understood, though some
experimental studies have been taken to investigate this phenomenon (Ohtake et. al., [57],
Raleigh [58]). Keller et al. [59] investigated the importance of various individual
characteristics on the performance of such combustors and Poinzy et al. [60] modeled the
pulsation from the basic equations of change. The instabilities are thought to originate at
the top of the annulus due to fluidization. The diameter of the inlet plays an important
role in distributing the fluid between the spout and the annulus. The gas distribution
determines the pressure field which in turn dictates the stability.

Hence many

investigators [58, 59,60] have obtained a critical ratio o f d|/Dc for stability empirically.
The regime o f stable spouting is critically dependent on certain conditions.
Unless these are satisfied, the movement of solids becomes random, and an increase in
gas flow leads to a state of slugging. Spouting can only be achieved within certain limits
of solid properties, the geometry of the reactor, and the gas inlet. In previous papers (San
lose, [61]; Olazar et al. [62], Kmiec, [18]), the general conditions o f stable operation of
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conical spouted beds, and the design of gas inlet (which greatly affects the operation
stability) have been studied.
Instability has its origin in phenomena associated with three design factors: the
d</dp ratio, the d/do ratio, and the cone angle (Figure 7.1). For high value of do/dp and
low values of d/do. big bubbles rise through the bed without spout formation.

Figure 7.1. Geometric factors of the room-temperature model
During the experiments, inlets with different d/do ratios and different cone angles
were tested. The stability of bed movement is described based on the visual observation
and pressure analysis. The half-column model was used during the experiments in order
to observe the particle circulation inside the reactor and the formation of the spout.
7.2

Results and Discussion

7.2.1

Visual Observation
From observation of the half column model, an internal gas layer is created just

above the gas orifice. Some part of this layer escapes as bubbles through the bed at a
certain frequency and simultaneously the place vacated by the gas bubbles is filled with
solid particles. There is a central jet, which forms a spout above the surface of the bed,
and a tumbling motion of the bed surface. The material in the bed also undergoes a
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strong bouncing movement, in which it appears to pack itself into the bottom of the
reactor cone before being lifted by the gas in the inlet
7.2.2

E ffect o f Inlet Design
The effect of the d/do ratio was investigated during the experiments.

Four

different pipe inlets were tested during the experiment; d/do ratios were 0.583,0.7,0.833,
and 1.0 respectively. The main object was to attain the bed stability and to avoid solid
accumulation at the inlet. Pressure drops under different flow rates at these four inlets
were measured and the results are shown in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2. Pressure drop at different inlet designs
According to Olazar et al. [62], d/do values between 0.5 and 0.833 are within the
stable range. The lower limit of d/do is imposed by the formation of dead zones at the
bottom (a serious problem for operation with circulation of solids). The upper limit
corresponds to the unstable jet produced at high values o f d/do.
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From the Figure 7.2, the curve for di/do=0.58 is not very uniform. The minimum
spouting flow rate is around 0.00018 m3/s (10.8 1/min). When di/do=1.0, since the gas
phase behavior is very unstable, the minimum spouting velocity can not be obtained from
the graph.
For the dj/do ratio as 1.0, at high gas flow rate, such as 16 1/min (0.00027 m3/s),
the spouting regime is not stable. The spout, instead o f being well formed in the center of
the bed, is continuously changing its position. The air jet projects the particles vertically,
starting from a position near the contactor internal wall, a position that is changed by
rotation.
7.2.3

Effect o f Cone Angle
Experiments* have been carried out to determine that if the cone angle will affect

the stability of the spouted bed (Figure 7.3). Results show that the mechanism of the
flow instability with a cone angle 40° can be related to the fact that the bed material
packs itself into the base of the reactor and requires the upward gas flow to lift it up
again. With a larger cone angle the tendency of the bed material to pack itself is reduced
and the instability becomes weaker.
The measurements show that the cone angle has a large effect on the instability.
Figures 7.4~7.7 show the flow patterns observed with different cone angle. Each figure
shows the flow during spouting on the left side and the flow when the spouting jet
collapses on the right side.

* These experiments were conducted at Sulzer Carbomedics. Inc., Austin, Texas
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0 = 90'

Air inlet (modified)

Figure 7.3. Geometry of inlet
With a cone angle of 120°, the unsteady bouncing movement of the bed is not
present. The spouted jet in the center of the reactor is present and is relatively wide, but
it is not strong enough to bring the whole bed into circulatory motion. At the base of the
reactor and near the wall, there are some dead zones where the particles do not participate
in the circulation. With the cone angle of 90°, the spouted jet is stronger and less wide,
the region of stagnant flow is smaller. The pressure fluctuation near the gas inlet and a
slight bouncing movement of bed are visible. With the cone angle of 65°, the stagnant
flow region is no longer present, but the unstable bouncing movement of the bed and
pressure fluctuations are obvious.

With a cone angle of 40°, the unstable bouncing

movement and the pressure fluctuation are strongest, the spouted jet is narrow and the
whole bed is in a circulatory motion.
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The tests were also carried out with a single heart valve part in the reactor. It is
noted that the heart valve part only circulated in a small region around the jet with a cone
angle of 120°. This region became larger with smaller cone angles and comprised the
whole reactor at an angle of 65°.
7.2.4

Effects o f Reynolds Number and Archimedes Number
As previously described, Reynolds and Archimedes numbers are two important

parameters to evaluate the dynamic behavior of the spouted bed. Reynolds number can
be varied by changing the gas flow rate, particle size, temperature and the type of gas
used. Archimedes number can be changed by altering the particle size, temperature and
the type of gas. During the experiments, these parameters were changed in order to test
the effects of Reynolds and Archimedes numbers on the stability of spouted bed.
The results show that the amplitude of the unstable bed movements increases with
Reynolds number (Figure 7.8). The unstable nature of the bed flow is not influenced by
the change in Archimedes number (Figure 7.9).
73

Conclusion

From the previous experimental results and discussion, we see that the geometry of the
reactor plays an important role in determining the stability of the spouted bed. The
reactor being used for pyrolitic coating o f heart valve parts at Carbomedics, with the
geometry of standard inlet and a 40° cone angle, is operated at an unstable regime. In
general, spouting stability with respect to gas flow rate increases with increasing particle
size, increasing cone angle, decreasing orifice to column diameter ratio, and decreasing
bed depth.
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CHAPTER 8 FULL AND HALF COLUMN COMPARISON
Because a cylindrical bed prevents observation of the spout, many researchers
have used, and are still using a half-column model, with a flat perspex front face to allow
direct observation of the spout region of the spouted bed. The question as to whether or
not the half-column model truly represents the behavior of a spouted bed in a full-column
model has been a subject of debate.
In their investigation, Mathur and Gishler [5] used both full and half-sectional
columns. They expressed some doubts in the half column but presented plots o f pressure
drop profiles and particle velocity at the wall for the half and full columns which are very
similar.
Mikhailik [63] measured the spout diameter of a spouted bed in both half and full
column models using the piezoelectric technique described by Mathur and Epstein [3].
From his results of spout diameter and its variation with bed level, Mikhailik concluded
that spout shapes obtained in the two columns, for a variety o f different solid materials,
were quite similar.
Lefroy and Davidson [35] in their study obtained the results of minimum spouting
velocity and the spouting pressure drop in both full and half columns, and their data show
that the differences were not significant.
Mamuro and Hattori [64] measured the air velocity profiles in the spout region of
both half and full column models, and found the results were very close.
The validity of using half columns in spouted bed studies has also been
questioned and was investigated by Whiting and Geldart [65] and Geldart et al. [2]. They
reported that the hydrodynamic data, such as pressure profile and minimum spouting
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velocity obtained in a half column are similar to those in a full column. They also
compared the particle velocities in both models (Table 8.1). It can be seen that the
column wall does not have a significant effect on particle velocities either.
Table 8.1 Effect of column wall on particle velocities
Material

Wheat

Bed Height (m)

0.27

0.43

Millet

0.31

0.46

Uj/U,*

Up (m/s)
Half

Full

1.1

0.052

0.048

1.15

0.060

0.053

1.2

0.063

0.056

1.1

0.067

0.068

1.15

0.071

0.077

1.2

0.080

0.077

1.1

0.021

0.019

1.15

0.023

0.022

1.2

0.024

0.025

1.1

0.024

0.027

1.15

0.025

0.029

1.2

0.027

0.031

During the experiments, we have tested the pressure inside the reactor at different
flow rates in both the half and full column reactor. The results from the two groups of
data are quite close. (Figure 8.1)
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Figure 8.1. Full and half column pressure comparison at different gas flow rates
(T=1350°C, dp=300~425pm, Wp=400g, Position: r=0, h=2.5 inch)

From the data given in Table S.l and our measurements, it can be seen that the
data collected from the half column model can be used to represent the full column
behavior.
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CHAPTER 9 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS
The primary object of this research project was to study the hydrodynamic
behavior of the spouted bed.

The results of experiments will be used to direct the

operating conditions of the production unit at Carbomedics and will be used to verify a
numerical model being developed at Washington University.
The minimum spout velocity and minimum pressure drop are two important
parameters to describe the gas phase hydrodynamic behavior.

Minimum spouting

velocity can be determined by the pressure drop method. The effects of particle size and
particle loading on the minimum spouting velocity and minimum pressure drop were
studied. It was found that the minimum spouting velocity increases with particle size,
and minimum pressure drop increases with particle loading.

During the carbon

deposition process, the diameter of particles and the bed weight increase, the minimum
spouting velocity and minimum pressure drop increase accordingly. Since the uniformity
of carbon coating can be more easily maintained when the reactor is operated at the
minimum spouting gas flow rate, it is better to operate the reactor at relatively low gas
flow rate at the beginning of the reaction and gradually increase the gas flow rate as the
reaction progresses.
Pressure profiles using both room and high temperature models were measured.
The effects of temperature on the hydrodynamic behavior of the spouted bed were
studied.

From the experimental results, we found that the minimum pressure drop

increases with temperature, and the minimum spouting velocity decreases with
temperature. The room temperature reactor can be used to evaluate the high temperature
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behavior if the reactors keep the geometric, kinematic and dynamic similarity, which can
be described by Reynolds and Archimedes number.
Solid phase analysis was carried out on the spout geometry, particle velocity,
particle trajectory and bed voidage. The optical fiber probe was used for determining the
local properties of conical spouted beds in a wide range of geometric factors and
operating conditions. This analysis allows for understanding the solid circulation in the
spouted bed reactor. The information obtained is also useful for consideration of the gas
flow model and for establishing the basis o f a solid flow model that takes into account the
solid transport from the annular zone to the spout zone.
Stability analysis shows that the reactor being used industrially for pyrolitic
coating of heart valve part, with the standard inlet geometry and 40° cone angle, is
operated in the unstable regime. The geometry of the reactor plays an important role in
determining stability of the spouted bed. In general, spouting stability with respect to gas
flow rate increases with increasing particle size, increasing cone angle, decreasing orifice
to column diameter ratio, and decreasing bed depth. Four different cone angles, 40°, 65°,
90°, 120°, were tested during the experiments. Considering the results of flow instability,
unsteady bouncing movement of the bed and the stagnant area that exists in the bottom
the reactor, the optimal cone angel is 90°. Four different pipe inlets were also tested
during the experiment; dj/do ratios were 0.583, 0.7, 0.833, and 1.0. From the stability
point of view, the pipe inlet with ratio 0.7 has the best effect.
Frequency domain analysis was found to be more efficient than amplitude domain
analysis for establishing a unique relationship between the state o f fluidization and
pressure fluctuation. The power spectral density functions obtained by FFT analysis have
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two principal frequencies.

These two frequencies coincidence well with the bubble

eruption frequency and the particle circulation. The mean and standard deviation of
pressure signals are used to characterize the bed behavior. It was found that the intensity
of pressure fluctuation is increased with the gas flow rate. Different kinds of inlets have
great influences on the pressure spectrum. The pressure fluctuation behavior was also
varies with bed height (particle loading).
It is possible to represent the power spectral density function (PSDF) on a
common non-dimensional plot.

The ability of this representation of the pressure

fluctuation to develop a one-to-one relationship flow pattern and PSDF makes it
extremely useful for flow pattern identification.
The dynamic behavior of the heart valve components to be coated in the spouting
environment was also studied. It is noted that the heart valve part only circulated in a
small region around the jet with a cone angle of 120°. The region becomes larger with
smaller cone angles and comprises the whole reactor at an angle o f 65°.

From the

pressure fluctuation analysis, it can be seen the coating parts do not have much effect on
the stability of the spouted bed.
Further studies were suggested to consider the dynamics (levitability and
trajectory) of the heart-valve component, the interaction of the components when two or
more are present in the reactor, and to consider the mass and heat transfer effect between
the particle and gas phase.
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APPENDIX A: PARTICLE VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
The velocity is determined by computing the following cross-correlation function

(A-l)

where xi(t) and xtft) are, respectively, fluctuating signals detected at upstream and
downstream. The time required for the particles to travel between these two locations,
transmit time xm, can be identified as the time lag for which the cross-correlation function
is maximum. The particle velocity Up, therefore, can be calculated as follows: where / is
the known distance between the two detecting positions.

(A-2)
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APPENDIX B: FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORMS AND POWER SPECTRA
The finite data sequence x„ , n=l to N (assumed to be periodic with period NAt)
can be represented by a Fourier series as
5p ?
2nnq 5rf,
2nnq
xn = a 0 + 2 a«.cos—TT- + 2 b q S i n — 2N

q=I
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The power spectrum of the signal can be represented by the line spectrum
pq =( a q2 + b 2),

q = 0,1

y

(B-3)

If the data sequence xBis zero mean and unit variance, then
J N /2 —1

Po = 0

and

- £ p q + p N,2 = l

(B-4)

Z q=l

The fundamental frequency, fi, is equal to 1/NAt and the other spectral lines are
harmonics of the fundamental frequency up to fmu = l/(2At). The frequency fmu is
known as the Nyquist frequency.

If the signal contains frequencies greater than the

Nyquist frequency, the power contained in these frequencies will be folded back onto the
spectral lines at frequencies below fm^, a process known as aliasing. Thus it is important
to apply a low-pass filter to remove frequencies above fmu before the signal is digitized.
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The Excel add-in tool Fourier Analysis can be used to obtain the Fourier
transform of a data sequence whose length N is some integer power of 2. The analysis
returns N complex numbers o f which N/2 + 1 are unique.
The routine uses a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm and in effect calculates the
following:

(B-5)

where i = V - T .
The An and B„ returned by Excel can be related to the a„ and bn defined in part A, as
(B-6a)
(B-6b)
2* ( q - i n

(B-6c)

A N/2+1 = NaN/2

(B-6d)

Note that
(B-7)
Thus the line spectra can be calculated from the results returned by Excel as
P n/2+1

2
N/2+1
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(B-8)
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